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Dynamic Coupling Effects in Frictional
Geomaterials—Stochastic Resonance

Yu-Hsing Wang1 and J. Carlos Santamarina2

Abstract: Nonlinear, dynamic coupling effects and the manifestation of stochastic resonance are explored in the context of f
geomaterials. The first experiment is designed to study a single interface between two mineral surfaces. Results demonstrate
amplitude of the driving signal approaches the threshold of static frictional resistance, the noise level required to cause slippage
and the peak output signal-to-noise ratio increases, inducing stochastic resonance. The second experimental study is conducte
specimens. While the classical signature of stochastic resonance is not observed in these multiinterface systems, nonlinear ener
effects appear. The effect of signal interaction through the nonlinear behavior of the medium is further studied by simultaneously
the specimen with two sinusoidal signals of different frequencies. The output response at the frequency of the primary drivin
increases as the amplitude of the secondary ‘‘noise’’ signal increases. Coupling increases as the driving signal brings the spec
nonlinear regime. The results highlight the interaction between friction and vibration in geomaterials, and suggest potential imp
to experimental studies, construction operations, and dynamic phenomena such as seismic response and landslides.
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Introduction

The shear strength in uncemented particulate materials
jointed rock masses is controlled by friction. Friction betwe
mineral surfaces involves microscale phenomena such as a
sion, ploughing, debris interactions, asperity interactions, and
formation ~Suh 1986; Hutchings 1992; Williams 1994; Bhush
et al. 1995!. The resulting friction coefficientm is not constant,
but depends on sliding velocity, contact time, load, temperat
lubrication, and surface impurities among other variables~Dieter-
ich 1978; Bowden and Tabor 1982; Rabinowicz 1992; Rymu
1996!. In addition, the shear force required to initiate sliding b
tween two mineral surfaces is usually greater than the force
quired to maintain motion, that is, the static friction is greater th
the kinetic friction, and stick–slip behavior can develop. Sta
friction establishes a threshold force in the nonlinear for
displacement behavior of frictional systems.

In particulate media, the angle of internal shear strengthf
reflects the contributions of interparticle friction at contactsm,
particle rearrangement, dilation, particle crushing, and rotatio
frustration. The balance between these contributions is prima
controlled by void ratio and effective confining stress~Casa-
grande 1936; Taylor 1948; Bishop 1950!. The macroscale stress
strain behavior for particulate media under cyclic loading is n
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linear. Fabric changes, volume contraction or dilatio
nonlinearity, and energy losses become significant when the s
level g exceeds the threshold straing th . The theoretical value for
the threshold strain for a cubic tetrahedral packing of spher
particles can be predicted, assuming Hertzian behavior~Santama-
rina et al. 2001!:

g th51.4~s/G!2/3 (1)

where s5applied effective confinement andG5shear modulus
of particles. For sands at confining pressures ranging betwee
and 200 kPa, the measured threshold strain varies aroundg th

'1024 ~see Dobry et al. 1982!.
A system that experiences a frictional threshold may all

nonlinear dynamic coupling such as stochastic resonance.
purpose of this study is to explore these phenomena and to i
tify potential implications in geotechnical engineering.

Stochastic Resonance

Conventional stochastic resonance~SR! involves a nonlinear
bistable system with a threshold barrier~which is analogous to a
ball trying to roll between two valleys separated by a hill!, a
weak, periodic driving signal~incapable of forcing the ball to roll
back and forth between the valleys, over the hill!, and noise.
Stochastic resonance takes place when the noise enhance
weak input signal, raising its intensity above the energy thresh
of the nonlinear system~the ball rolls over the hill to the othe
valley!.

The phenomenon was first postulated by Benzi et al.~1981! in
the context of dynamic systems and soon afterwards applie
explain peaks in the spectrum of paleoclimatic records~Nicolis
and Nicolis 1981; Benzi et al. 1982!. Early experimental studies
of stochastic resonance tested the Schmitt trigger circuit
laser-based systems~Moss 1994; Wiesenfeld and Moss 199
Lanzara et al. 1997!. More recently, the study of stochastic res
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Fig. 1. Stochastic resonance; numerical simulation:~a! frictional system;~b! input driving signal~lower than static frictional threshold!, noise,
and total input signal;~c! output signal; and~d! output signal-to-noise ratio for different input noise intensities
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Fig. 2. Typical signature for stochastic resonance phenome
Variation of output signal-to-noise ratio in bistable systems, acco
ing to Eq.~2!.
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL
nance or SR-like behavior has been extended to the analys
biosystems, such as the integrate-and-fire model in sensory
ogy, sensory ability of neurons, and perception~Douglass et al.
1993; Collins et al. 1996; Cordo et al. 1996; Lipkin 1996; Ralo
1996; Jung and Wiesenfeld 1997!.

In general, thermal agitation can be treated as input no
Hence, SR may be responsible for errors in memory elements
to unwanted switching events, which result from a weak perio
signal aided by thermal noise~Torres and Trainor 1997!. Like-
wise, SR can be used to explain the peak in thermally stimula
depolarization currents at certain temperatures~see the conductiv-
ity test results in Belarbi et al. 1997!.

The effect of thermal agitation on friction at the atomic sca
has been addressed using numerical simulations of atomic a
~Braiman et al. 1999!. SR-like behavior is observed in the nu
merical results by Tovstopyat-Nelip and Hentschel~2000!, where
noise is introduced as thermal agitation into a molecularly t
layer of a liquid lubricant. The effect of normal oscillations tran
verse to the shearing direction of the thin film between substr
has been experimentally studied~Heuberger et al. 1998! and fur-
ther explored through molecular dynamics simulations~Gao et al.
1998!. The results show that the normal oscillations prevent
ordering of molecules in the thin film~as in a stiff crystal!, ren-
dering ultralow friction. Stochastic resonance was not explore
these studies.

.
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Friction, Noise, and Stochastic Resonance at
Engineering Scale

The phenomenon of stochastic resonance is herein expl
within the context of a macroscale, engineering-type frictio
system. Consider a massM resting on a plane. The static frictio
force ~or threshold! is T5m M • g, wherem is the static friction

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of experimental setup. Modified Stok
resonant column.~a! Cross section and~b! plane view of the driving
head.
954 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGIN
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coefficient andg is gravity. The system is numerically modeled a
a spring with stiffnessk, attached to a sliding massM @Fig. 1~a!#.
A cyclic lateral force D(t)5D sin(vt) is applied @Fig. 1~b!#.
When the amplitude of the driving signal is lower than the thres
old uD(t)u,uTu, the mass will not move. However, if noisen(t)
is added, the combined excitationD(t)1n(t) may exceed the
thresholdT and make the mass move. The accelerationa(t) ex-
perienced by the mass is shown in Fig. 1~c!. Typically, the corre-
lation between input and output is quantified by the output sign
to-noise ratio~SNR!, which is the ratio between the spectr
amplitude of the output signal at the frequency of the drivi
signal A2 and the average spectral amplitude of the noiseA1 ,
SNR510 log(A2 /A1)

2. The results are plotted in Fig. 1~d! for dif-
ferent input noise levels. Fig. 1~d! shows the typical signature o

Fig. 4. Determination of frictional threshold for single interfac
~marble plates!. Test is conducted by gradually increasing the amp
tude of the input signal to coil set A~driving frequency
f d516 Hz—no noise!.
ng
Fig. 5. Stochastic resonance in the single interface frictional system~marble plates!. Two tests are shown for different amplitudes of the drivi
signal, 720 and 540 mV. The threshold for slippage without noise is about 1,000 mV~refer to Fig. 4!.
EERING / NOVEMBER 2002
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stochastic resonance, whereby the addition of noise causes a
in the correlation between input and output at a certain optim
level of noise.

The output signal-to-noise ratio for stochastic resonance
bistable potential can be approximated with the following eq
tion ~modified from Wiesenfeld and Moss 1995!:

SNR510 logS A2

A1
D 2

}FD~12D/T!

N/T G2

expS D/T21

N/T D (2)

Fig. 6. Sand specimen test; schematic diagram of experimental s

Fig. 7. SR test in sand specimen~Ottawa sand 20–30!. Resonant
frequency is 116 Hz; driving signal frequency is fixed atf d

525 Hz. ~a! Typical response spectrum for a selected noise levelA1 .
~b! SNR versus input noise intensity. Solid line is the predict
signal-to-noise ratio for a linear system.
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL
ak

whereA25ratio between the spectral density of the output sig
at the driving frequencyf d , A15response spectral density due
noise,D5amplitude of the driving signal, andN5amplitude of
the input noise. Fig. 2 shows stochastic resonance signatures
puted with Eq.~2!. The closer the amplitude of the driving sign
intensityD to the threshold levelT, the lower the noise intensity
N required to overcome the threshold, and the higher the p
signal-to-noise ratio.

Experimental Study with Marble Plates „Single
Interface …

The device used in this study to assess nonlinear dynamic ef
and stochastic resonance in geomaterials is based on the
coil-magnet driving head used in the Stokoe resonant colu
~Fig. 3!. The electrical signal fed to the coils fixed to the extern
frame causes a magnetic field that interacts with the mag
attached to the specimen. In this first study, the specimen con
of two annular marble plates. The upper plate is connected to
driving head that contains the magnets. The lower marble pla
anchored to the steel pedestal. The four driving coils of the d
ing head are connected in two separate sets. One set is us
apply the driving sinusoidal signalD(t) and the other set of coils
is used to input the noise signaln(t); therefore, signal and nois
are colinear~rather than transverse to each other!. The two input
signals are generated by separate signal generators. The ro
of the driving head is monitored with an accelerometer tha
connected to a signal analyzer.

The surface roughness for the two marble plates is determ
with a profilometer~model Talysurf series 2; resolutionDz5Dx
50.2mm). The main length scale for the surface roughness
35.3 mm, with an average amplitude of 0.49mm. A thin coat of

p

Fig. 8. Load-deformation behavior for sand and aluminu
specimens. Tests run atf d532 Hz ~no noise!.
AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING / NOVEMBER 2002 / 955



ts
Fig. 9. Spectral response for aluminum specimen.~a! Only f d532 Hz signal is applied.~b! f n570 Hz signal is added, in this case at i
maximum amplitude~4,263 mV!.
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talc powder is applied onto the surfaces to reduce interfacial s
friction so that the driving head is capable of moving the mar
plate.

The friction threshold is determined using the coil–mag
actuators, gradually increasing the amplitude of the driving si
soidal signal at a frequencyf d516 Hz. The recorded output re
sponse is plotted versus the amplitude of the input signal in Fi
~at f d516 Hz). The frictional threshold corresponds to the inp
intensity when the marble plate begins moving and causes a s
increase in the output. The pseudolinear increase observed i
response at low input intensity reflects the linear torsional de
mation of the specimen and steel pedestal.

The test for nonlinear coupling is also run with thef d

516 Hz driving signal~coil set A!. While the amplitude of the
driving signal is fixed below the measured threshold, the am
tude of the noise signal fed to coil set B is gradually increa
from 0 to 3,300 mV, in 100 mV increments~noise is band limited
from 1 to 26 Hz!. The signal-to-noise ratio in the measured outp
signal ~at f d516 Hz) is recorded for each level of input nois
~four records are stacked in each case!. A plot of the output
signal-to-noise ratio versus the input noise intensity is prese
in Fig. 5. In this case, the output signal-to-noise ratio is the ra
between the spectral density of the output signal and the ave
noise background at the driving frequencyf d516 Hz. The results
are shown for two tests run with different amplitudes of the sin
956 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGIN
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soidal signal~720 and 540 mV; both atf d516 Hz). The results
show three stages~Fig. 5, refer to Fig. 2 for comparison!:

Stage 1: Low-Noise, Linear System

The response at 16 Hz cannot be distinguished from the b
ground noise. There is no slippage at the marble–talc–ma
interface, and the response is controlled by the linear behavio
the specimen–pedestal system; thus, the signal-to-noise ratio
creases as the input noise intensity increases.

Stage 2: Stochastic Resonance Stochastic Resonance

As the amplitude of the noise is increased further, the ma
plate begins moving and the output signal-to-noise ratio increa
sharply; that is, the noise enhances the driving signal above
frictional thresholdT, and the marble plate moves coherently w
the driving signal.

Stage 3: High, Noise-Controlled Response

As the input noise intensity is further increased, the respo
becomes noise controlled, and the output signal-to-noise r
gradually decreases. Note that the driving signal with higher a
plitude D needs lower noise intensity to overcome the thresho
EERING / NOVEMBER 2002
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and the value of the signal-to-noise ratio is larger~Fig. 2!.
The results shown in Fig. 5 are characteristic stochastic reson
signatures. The study was repeated for other excitation frequ
cies and interfacial conditions and reached similar conclusion

Experimental Study with Sand „Multiple Interfaces …

Does stochastic resonance manifest in a system with a large n
ber of frictional interfaces such as a soil mass? The follow
sequence of experimental studies explores this question,
evaluates energy coupling between excitations at different
quencies when the soil mass is at the verge of nonlinearity.

Testing for Stochastic Resonance

A standard resonant column specimen is prepared with Ott
sand 20–30~mean particle diameterD5050.72 mm, coefficient
of uniformity Cu51.19, specimen heightH1514.22 cm, and
specimen diameterD157.11 cm). The test is run with the sam
coil configuration used with the marble specimen, that is, colin
driving and noise signals. The cylindrical specimen is contain
within two metal caps and a very thin latex membrane~Fig. 6!.
The driving head is fixed to the top cap, and the bottom cap
anchored to the base. Confinement is applied by internal vac

Fig. 10. Aluminum specimen. Change in amplitude of output
different frequencies. Driving signalf d532 Hz is kept at a constan
peak-to-peak amplitude~3384 mV!. Amplitude of thef n570 Hz sig-
nal is increased from 0 to 4263 mV. Note: compare the vertical sc
to the one used in Fig. 14.
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL
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46 kPa. Note that the test is purposely run atf d525 Hz, far from
the system resonance (f r5116 Hz).

A typical spectral response at a selected noise level is show
Fig. 7~a!. The ratioA2 /A1 is plotted versus the amplitude of th
input noiseN in Fig. 7~b!. There is no indication of stochasti
resonance in this response. The ratioA2 /A1 in a linear system is

A2

A1
5

H~D1N!

H~N!
511

D

N
(3)

whereD5amplitude of the driving signal;N5amplitude of the
input noise; andH5frequency response of the system. Eq.~3! is
plotted in Fig. 7~b! as well. It can be concluded that while th
system does not manifest stochastic resonance~that is, a peak
response at some optimal noise level!, the nonlinear coupling be
tween the driving signal and the noise causes a response h
than that expected for a linear system.

Nonlinear Energy Coupling

An additional study is implemented to further assess nonlin
coupling in soils. Two specimens with different geometry a
tested ~diameter D157.11 cm, height H1514.22 cm; D2

53.57 cm,H257.1 cm). Both specimens are prepared with O
tawa sand 20–30, and are subjected to vacuum pressure (sconf

546 kPa). A hollow aluminum specimen is also tested to obt
the response of a linear elastic system for comparison~outside
diameter 2.54 cm; inside diameter 2.354 cm; height 13.94 c!.
The resonant frequencies for the aluminum specimen, and
large and the small sand specimens are 123, 116.5, and 54.5
respectively. The load-deformation response of each specime
determined first. Then, the nonlinear coupling is explored.

Load-Deformation Response

The load deformation for each specimen is determined at
quencyf d532 Hz, without noise~coil set A only!, and is shown
in Fig. 8. The volume average strain level at peak rotation can
computed from the measured acceleration as

g5
0.8 R acc

dlv2 (4)

whereR5radius of the specimen;d5distance between the cente
of the specimen and the position of the accelerometer;l 5height
of the specimen;v5angular frequency; and acc5peak accelera-
tion determined from the output record~the accelerometer re
sponse is 100 mV for 1 g!. Because the cylindrical specimen
subjected to torsional deformation, the shear strain is not
formly distributed along the radial direction; the factor 0.8 in E
~4! is used to estimate the representative volume average s
~Cascante et al. 1998!.

The aluminum and the large sand specimens show appr
mate linear behavior within the tested range. The small diam
sand specimen deviates from linearity at large strains. Clea
there is no sudden macroscale slippage, even though straig
exceed the threshold straing th , and fabric changes and slippag
at contacts are expected.

Energy Coupling Effects

The evaluation of nonlinear energy coupling is implemented
imposing two sinusoidal signals: the driving signal is fixed atf d

532 Hz~coil set A!, and the ‘‘noise signal’’ is modeled as anoth
AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING / NOVEMBER 2002 / 957
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Fig. 11. Spectral response for small-size sand specimen.~a! Only f d532 Hz signal is applied.~b! f n570 Hz signal is added, in this case at i
maximum amplitude~4263 mV!.
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colinear sinusoidal signal atf n570 Hz ~coil set B!. The intensity
of the f n570 Hz sinusoidal signal is gradually increased and
output response at 32 Hz is recorded in each case.

The results obtained with the linearly elastic aluminum spe
men confirm the absence of coupling in a linear system, as sh
in Figs. 9 and 10. Fig. 9 shows the spectral response withou
‘‘noise’’ signal (f n570 Hz) and for maximum amplitude of th
noise signal. Fig. 10 shows a summary plot of the respons
selected frequencies for different amplitudes of thef n570 Hz
signal. The output response at all frequencies remains con
~including at f d532 Hz) while the intensity of thef n570 Hz
sinusoidal signal increases, the expected response for a linea
tem.

On the other hand, Figs. 11 and 12 show parallel test res
for the small-size sand specimen. Fig. 12 clearly shows that
response atf d532 Hz increases as the amplitude of the 70
noise signal increases. Furthermore, the output of the respon
amplified at the frequency of the driving signal,f d532 Hz, only.

The interplay between the amplitudes of the two signals in
small-size sand specimen is studied in detail by systematic
and independently varying the amplitude of both signals. W
the amplitude of the driving signal (f d532) is 1,816 mV or
higher, the strain level in the specimen exceeds the thres
straing th , even if the amplitude of thef n570 signal is null~Fig.
8!. The results shown in Fig. 13 indicate that the amplitude of
response at 32 Hz is clearly affected by the amplitude of thef n
958 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGIN
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570 Hz, in particular, when the amplitude of driving signal
sufficient to bring the specimen to its nonlinear regimeg
.g th).

The results obtained and observations made with the large-
specimen are similar to those presented in Figs. 11–13. Howe
coupling effects are less pronounced, in agreement with the lo
strain level that is produced in the larger diameter specimen.

Interplay between Harmonics—Simulation

A numerical simulation is conducted to facilitate the interpre
tion of results obtained when two single frequency sinusoids
simultaneously applied onto a nonlinear system. Concepts rel
to the development of harmonics in nonlinear response and
characteristics of beat signals are reviewed first.

Preliminary Concepts

Consider a nonlinear thresholding system being excited wit
single frequency sinusoidx(t) of frequency f. The system re-
sponsey(t) is an ‘‘altered sinusoid’’ of the same global periodic
ity as the input signal. The Fourier transform of a signal is fitti
the signal with a Fourier series. While the discrete Fourier tra
form of the input is a spike at frequencyf, the Fourier transform
EERING / NOVEMBER 2002
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of the response shows energy not only at the frequencyf, but also
in the higher harmonics,nf, which are needed to properly fit th
periodic signaly(t).

On the other hand, the superposition of two single freque
sinusoidsx1(t) andx2(t) of frequenciesf 1 and f 2 renders a sig-
nal with beats, i.e., periodic variations in amplitude. The fr
quency of these beats isD f 5u f 12 f 2u. When a linear system is
subjected tox1(t)1x2(t), the response is also a beat signal, a
the discrete Fourier transform of the response shows energ
frequenciesf 1 and f 2 only.

Nonlinear Coupling—Simulation

Then, what is the spectral response of a nonlinear threshol
system subjected to the combined signalsx1(t)1x2(t)? Given
that the input is maximum at the peak of the beats, the maxim
response should develop with the periodicity of the beats. Furt
more, higher harmonics are expected in relation to the input
quenciesf 1 and f 2 , as discussed earlier. Indeed, numerical sim
lations by time integration confirm that energy peaks are expe
at frequencies

p f11q f26r ~ f 12 f 2! (5)

wherep, q, andr 50,1,2, etc. A numerical example is presented
Fig. 14. Fig. 14 shows the following: the time series for the co

Fig. 12. Small-size sand specimen. Change in amplitude of outpu
different frequencies~selected to avoid harmonics and beat effects
refer to Fig. 15!. Driving signal f d532 Hz is kept at a constant peak
to-peak amplitude~761 mV!. Amplitude of the f n570 Hz signal is
increased from 0 mV to 4263 mV. Note: compare the vertical scal
the one used in Fig. 10.
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL
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bined input signals (f 1532 Hz,f 2570 Hz) with periodic peaks
or beats; the simulated output obtained by thresholding; the
crete Fourier transform of the input signal with peaks only atf 1

and f 2 ; and the discrete Fourier transform of the output show
peaks at frequencies predicted by Eq.~5!. Careful observation of
Fig. 11 shows minor effects at the predicted frequencies~a low
level of nonlinearity is produced in this case—stored records
limited to 100 Hz!.

Implications in Geomechanics

From a microscale perspective, confined dense particulate m
rials inherently display an energy threshold, even in the abse
of friction. Consider the packing of particles shown in Fig. 15.
these particles are subjected to shear, energy will be neede
distort the packing from one stable state to the next stable st

While the experiments with soils did not show the develo
ment of stochastic resonance, the study is limited to colinear n
and driving signals. Therefore, the development of SR in soil
not formally falsified by this study. In particular, transverse ex

Fig. 13. Small-size sand specimen. Change in amplitude of out
signal at 32 Hz for different amplitudes of thef n570 Hz input signal.
Each trace was obtained for different amplitudes off d532 Hz input
signal.
AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING / NOVEMBER 2002 / 959



Fig. 14. Interplay between harmonics and beat frequency; numerical simulation.~a! Total input signal. System threshold set atT566. ~b!
Simulated response of nonlinear thresholding system.~c! Fourier spectrum of input signal; peaks only appear atf 1 and f 2 . ~d! Fourier spectrum
of simulated response; peaks occur at frequencies predicted by Eq.~5!.
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tation should be explored, such as a sand column subjecte
random vertical vibrations while a weak transverse oscillation
applied ~significant resonant-type reductions in frictional res
tance have been observed in transverse vibration experim
with sliders—Tolstoi 1967; Kudinov and Tolstoi 2001!. In addi-
tion, lightly cemented soils localize during shear rendering
structure similar to the marble plates; therefore, they may a
experience SR response.

Vibration and micropulses at the level of surface asperities
postulated within the asperity theory of friction to explain t
960 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGIN
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reduction from static to kinetic friction~reviews by Isbrahim
1994a,b, and by Feeny et al. 1998!. Furthermore, vibration at the
particle level in granular materials can lead to its fluidization,
example, when a layer of sand is placed on a vibrating p
~Umbanhowar 1997; Umbanhowar and Swinney 2000; Du
2000!. Hence, the friction coefficient can be effectively lowere
by fluidization ~Zik et al. 1992!. Note that fluidization resemble
thermal agitation at the molecular level; thus, observations fr
atomic scale studies reviewed earlier in this paper are relev
including the potential development of stochastic resonance.
EERING / NOVEMBER 2002
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These results and observations suggest that the enhance
derstanding of nonlinear dynamic energy coupling effects in g
materials are important to the control of friction in geomechan
to the assessment of dynamic events, and to the potential d
opment of improved construction operations. Examples inclu

Displacement of Slopes during Seismic Excitation

In seismic excitation, multiple frequencies accompany the p
dominant frequency; hence, frictional systems such as soils
fractured rocks may experience nonlinear coupling between
prevailing frequency in the seismic event and the energy in
sideband frequencies. This may increase the displacemen
slopes during earthquakes~refer to the block model analysis i
Ambraseys and Menu 1988!. Alternatively, the seismic energ
can be considered as the noise that is superimposed onto
internal cyclic motion of creeping slopes~R. F. Scott, persona
communication, 1987!.

Seismic Site Response and Amplification

Similar to the previous discussion, energy in frequencies out
the natural frequency of the soil formation can couple nonlinea
and magnify the site response. In particular, the interaction
tween the simultaneous vertical and transverse excitation du
earthquakes requires further analysis.

Landslides

Sliding can generate its own noise to sustain the motion.
phenomenon of ‘‘acoustic fluidization’’ was proposed by Melos
and used to explain the large distance traveled by some l
slides, the dynamical weakening of faults, and large impact cr
formation ~Melosh 1986, 1996; Ivanov 1998—discussion in S
nette and Sornette 2000!.

Interpretation of Experimental Studies

Nonlinear coupling effects need to be taken into considera
while interpreting the dynamic response of soils or fractu
rocks observed in experimental studies. Potentially, nega
damping could be inferred if the effect of noise or a second sig
is not recognized.

Fig. 15. Shear deformation of particulate materials experiences
energy threshold even in the absence of interparticle friction.
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Improvement in Field Procedures

Improvement in field procedures including petroleum reserv
stimulation by vibration, vibratory pile driving, and vibratory so
densification.

Conclusions
1. Atomistic and engineering scale observations show that f

tion and vibration are interrelated: while friction causes
brations, vibrations affect friction.

2. Stochastic resonance can take place in frictional syste
The behavior is similar to phenomena observed in other n
linear systems with an energy threshold. When the amplit
of the driving signal approaches the threshold of friction
resistance, the noise level required to cause slippage
creases and the peak output signal-to-noise ratio increas

3. Nonlinear dynamic coupling is readily observed in sa
specimens when the system is excited with two colin
sinusoidal signals of different frequencies. The output
sponse at the frequency of the primary driving signal
creases as the amplitude of the secondary signal increa
Coupling increases as the driving signal brings the specim
to its nonlinear regime,g.g th . The classical signature o
stochastic resonance is not manifested in multi-interfa
sand specimens when the signal and the noise are coline
similar study should be repeated to investigate the coup
between simultaneous transverse excitations in soils.

4. Nonlinear coupling alters the energy content in the harm
ics of the input signals and of the beat frequency.

5. Proper understanding of nonlinear dynamic energy coup
effects in frictional geomaterials can lead to the enhan
control of friction, improved analyses of dynamic even
and further developments in construction operations.
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